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The problem of determining the electromagnetic radiations from a given 
charge-current distribution situated in a plasma in the presence of a uniform 
external magnetic field is solved. Explicit expressions for the asymptotic elec- 
tromagnetic fields are given for the case of a cold plasma. The resulting espres- 
sions simplify considerably in the case where the frequency of the wave is much 
less than the electron gyrofrequency or the plasma frequency. Here it is found 
that the radiation is confined to a cone whose generator makes a constant angle 
of about 20” with the external magnet,ic field. The fields diverge on this cone 
but the divergence is so weak as to cause no physical difficulty. Another result 
of interest is that a purely longitudinal current, of which the simplest example 
is a pulsating spherically symmetric charge distribution, will radiate in this 
medium while, as is well known, such a charge distribution will not radiate in an 
isotropic medium. As an example, the low-frequency spectrum of radiation 
from a radial burst of charge is calculated. 

I. 1NTROI)CCTION 

This paper is devokd to the problem of det’ermining the radiat’ion field arising 
from a given charge-current distribuGon which is immersed in a plasma in the 
presence of a uniform external magnetic field.’ This problem is of special int,erest, 
aside from practical considerations, because the external magnetic field provides 
a screw axis and hence t’he medium is anisotropic, or more precisely, g~~rotropic. 
This anisotropy is extremely large at frcqurncies below the gyrofrcyuenc~y of the 
plasma electrons in t)he ext’ernal magnetic field. Indeed, itI is difikult to imagine 
anot#her medium in which the anisotropy is so large. One of t,he striking effects 
to which this anisotropy leads is t,he confinement8 of the low frequency radiation 
field within a cone whose verkx is at the source and whose generator makes a 
constant angle of about 20” with t,he external magnetic field. We find, in fact, 
that t,he fields diverge on this cone but, that the divergence is so weak as to cause 

* Supported in part by the Office of Naval Research. Part of this work was done in the 
summer of 1900 when the author was visiting the Space Technology Laboratoriw, Los 
Angeles, California. 

1 A general int,rodnction to the electromagnetic properties of such a medium is given by 
Ratcliffe (1). 
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IIO physical dificulty.2 Another effect, of some importance is the fact that, a purely 
longitudinal current distribut’ion, of which t,he simplest example is a radially 
pulsating sphere of charge, will radiate in this medium, while, as is well known, 
such a distribution will not radiate in an isotropic medium. An obvious applica- 
i ion of this effect is the calculat,ion of t,he very low-frequency radio waves emitted 
by a nuclear explosion in t#he upper at#mosphere, for which we would predict. iu- 
tense radiation, while the same blast occurring in the lower regions of the at- 
mosphere would radiate weakly if at all. 

In Section II we show how the Maxwell equations in t,his medium can be re- 
duced t’o a single ( rat’her complicated) partial differential equation fos the trans- 
verse part of t’he dielectric displacement field. Then in Section III this equation 
is solved for t)he asympt,otic fields far from the source of radiatiou. Since t,he 
radiat’ed electromagnet,ic energy and its angular distribution cau be determined 
from the asymptotic fields alone t)his amounts t)o a complet,e solut,ion of the prob- 
lem. The rcsult,ing expressions, however, arc rather csomplicated because of t#he 
complicated form of the indices of refraction and of the dielectric relat’ion. In 
order to make t,hesc expressions more ameuable to discussion, in Section IT7 we 
discuss the rcsult#s in the low frequency limit. Finally, in Section T’ the application 
of these result’s t’o the problem of det’erminiug the low-frequency radiat,ion from a 
radial burst of fast electrons is discussed. 

II. ELIMINATION OF THE LONGITUDINAL FIELD 

For a specified charge densit#y p( r, t,) and current density j (r, t) t,he Maxwell 
equations for t)he electromagnetic fields are : 

div B = 0. 

curl E + (l/c)(dB/dt) = 0, 

div D = 4np, 
(2.1) 

curlB - (l/c)(aD/~%) = (-ln/c)j. 

Here we have used t)he fact that the magnetic field H is equal t,o t,he magnet,ic 
induction B for a plasma. The relat,ion between the dielectric displacement D 
and the electric field E takes its simplest form if we introduce the time Fourier 
transforms of these quant#ities. In general we shall adopt’ the notatiou t)hat t’hc 
t,ime Fourier transforms of a fun&on f( r, t) is .fw( r ) with 

2 In this respect the behavior of the fields is similar to that in the i’erenkov effect. &See, 
e.g., Jelley (2). 
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If we assume the tempernt~ure of the plasma is low enough that the mean thermal 
velocity of the plasma elect)rons is small compared with the phase velocity of the 
rlectromagnet,ic waves, (i.e., tht index of refraction IZ << dm), thw the 
relation hctwccn D, and E, is given by:‘: 

E, = ~1Dw + (7s - rhj6.Dw6 + in6 X D,. ( 2.3 ) 

In this expression 6 is a unit vector whose direction is that of the external mag- 
n&c field, and TJ~ , Q , and TJ:; are functions of the frequency w. If the mot,ion of 
the heavy ions is neglected these functions may he exprewd in terms of two corn- 
plcx parameters: 

s = wp,‘w ?, (w+iv), /J = WII’W + iv, ( 2.4 ) 

whcrc v is the electron caollision frequency in the plasma, (~‘0 = eB,‘wc, is the 
electron gyrofrequcnry wit,h B the magnitude of the external magnetic field, c: 
and 1~ the electron charge and mass, and c the velocity of light in a vwuum, 
and where wp = (-lsNe”/‘n~) I” is the plasma frequenc*y with N the number 
drnsit)y of eleckrons in a plasma. In terms of J’ and u the functions ~1 , TJ~ , and Q 
in (2.3) are giwn by : 

Tf we take the Fourier transform of the ~Inx~wll equations ahove we get 

div B, = 0, 

curl E, - i(w,lc)B, = 0, 

div D, = krp, 

curl B, + i(w’c)D, = (k/‘c)j, 

(2.6) 

Except for the special case w = 0, which will not he important in our discussion, 
the first, Mnxwell equation is now a ~~onwquen~c of the second which may hc 
writ ten : 

B,(r) = -i(c,w) curl E,. (2.7 

I.Tsillg this expression for B, , the fourth RIaswell equation hecomes: 

cwrl curl E, - (a’ ‘c’)D, = i(kw;lc’)j,. (2.8) 

The third Rlaxwell equat,ion is seen to tw a cowe(~uen~~~ of this equation if we 
rwognizc that, 

3 This equation cm also be mitten E = c-ID, where s e-1 is the (matrix) inverre of the 
dielectric tensor E. An expression for E is given :rt the bottom of 11. 18-l in Ref 2. The effects 
arising when the plsanxt is not considered “cold” xre diswssed by L3urnet t (31. 
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div j, = iwp, , (2.9) 

which is just the time Fourier transform of the continuity equation. Hence (2.8) 
together with (2.3) represents an equation for D, . Once we have an expression 
for D, we obtain E, from (2.3) and B, from (2.7). 

As a first step in solving for D, we recaall the theorem that any vector field ran 
he uniquely separated int#o a longitudinal part, with vanishing curl, and a trans- 
verse part, with vanishing divergencr.4 Hence we can write 

D,Jr) = D,‘(r) + D/(d, (2.10) 

where 

div D,’ = 0, curl D,” = 0. (2.11) 

Insertming (2.10) in (2.8) gives: 

curl curl E,’ - (w*/c’)D~’ 

= i(47rw/@)jw - curl curl E,” + (>/c2)DWN. 
(2.12) 

In this expression we mean by E,’ and E,” not the longitudinal and transverse 
parts of E, , but rat’her t’he expressions resulting when the longitudinal and 

transverse parts of D, are insert’ed in (2.3). The right-hand side of (2.12) will 
be known if D,” is known, and we can obtain an equat,ion for D,” by taking t,he 
divergence of both sides of (2.12). The result’ is t#he equation: 

div D,” = 4np, , (2.13) 

where we have used (2.9). Equation (2.13) is t’he well-known Poisson equat,ion, 
whose solution is’: 

D,“(r) = -grad s 
dr’ ,dr’) 

/ r - r’ j ’ 

Taking the inverse Fourier transform of this result we find 

D” (r, t) = -grad 
s 

dr’ df’, t) 
1 r - r’ / ’ 

(2.15) 

This is clearly just) the inst#antaneous Coulomb field arising from the charge 
distribution p( r, t). If we assume t)he charge distribution is confined within a 
region of dimension a, then, fixing the origin of our coordinat’e syst,em somewhere 
near the charge distribut,ion, we find for r >> a, 

D” (r, t) - Qr/r” , (2.16) 

4 See, e.g., Panofsky and Phillips (4). This separation, which is sometimes called the 
separation into irrotational and solenoidal parts, is just the separation into longitudinal 
and transverse components of the spatial Fourier t,ransform of the field. 

5 See, e.g., Stratton (5); also Ref. 4, p. 9. 
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where 

(2.17) 

is t’ht t,ot’al charge in the charge dist8rihution.6 Hence, we see that D” and, t,here- 
fore, also E” fall off so rapidly far from the charge-current dishrihut,ion t,hat, they 
do not, contribute t)o t’he radiation field, for which the electromagnetic fields fall 
off like l/r. Hence we can calculate the radiation field from D’ alone. 

Knowing DU”(r), the right-hand side of (2.12) becomes known, and this 
equat’ion can be treated as an equat’ion for D,‘(r). We introduce t)he quantity 
g(r, t) such that 

gW(r) = jw(r) + i(c*/&rw) curl curl E,“(r) - i(w/h)D,,,“(r). (2.18) 

This quantity, which has the dimensions of a current, is presumed known. Al- 
though the g field can easily he shown to be t.ransverse, it is not the transverse 
part of the j field. In terms of g, , (2.12) can be writt,en 

curl curl E,’ - (&‘c’?)Dw = i(&rw/c’)g, . (2.19) 

In the next section we shall show how this equation can be solved for D,’ in 
t’crms of g, and, hence, in terms of j, . 

III. SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIOK FOR D; 

We shall adopt t,he notation that’ the spare-time Fourier transform of a field 
.f( r, t) is fw,q , given by 

fu.q = & s s 
oc dr -* die --i(q~r--w”f(r, t) = &? 1 dre-iq’rfw(r). (3.1) 

The inverse transform is given by 

f(r, t) = dq s s 
D dw8q.r-otJfw,q fu(r) = / dqeiq”f,,, . (3.2) 

-* 

If now we t’ake the space Fourier transform of bot’h sides of (2.19) and use 
(2.3) we obtain: 

(1 - &dD:,q - ??(va - ?l&.D:,q(6 - &$A) - ~TL~T&.% x D:,q 

= - (4ai~w)g,,q, 
(3.3) 

where we have set 

q = n(w/c)A, (3.4) 

6 The total charge is, of course, independrnt of t,ime. 
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with k a unit vector pointing in the direction of q. In obtaining (i3.3) we have 
used the fact that’, since Dw’( r) is a transverse field, 

/%D:,, = 0. (X.5) 

Equation (3.3) is an inhomogeneous linear equation for D:,9 . It may he readily 
verified that the solution which vanishes when g,,, vanishes, i.e., when there is 
no source for the field, is: 

D:,q = - (W’WA)J,,~ , 
where 

J w 4 = (1 - n2q1)gw,q - Tb’(?jR - rll)(i x i;.go,q)k x i; 

and where 

A = (1 - ~‘TJ~)” - (1 - ,L’v~) ( o3 - ~&%n’B 

in which 0 is the angle between k and 6, i.e., 

1.6 = cos e. 

Sote that A can he written in the form: 

A = [l - (71”l:nl”)][l - (n”/nz”)], 

-t 

-- 

(3.6) 

in”&.65 X g,,, , 
(3.7 j 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

where nl(w, 0) and )L~(w, 0) are the indices of refraction for the t,wo modes of 
propagation of plane waves of frecluency w and with wave normal making an 
angle 8 wit’h the eskrnal magnetic field.7 Using the expressions (2.5) one can 
show : 

Consider now the cluant,it,y Jm,q , which we would like to cspress in terms of 
j w,q , t#hc transform of the given current density. If WC take the Fourier transform 
of (2.18) \ve obtain: 

&.q = 1w.q - i(w/-l-~)Dl;),~ - i(w,‘I47&% X (is x E::,, (3.12) 

where EE ,q is given by (23) when D, is replaced by Di,q . We can cspress 
Di,, in terms of jo,q hy taking the transform of (2.13) and (2.9) and then elimi- 
nating pw,q , giving 

q.DI:,, = - (47ri/w)q.j,,, . i3.13) 

7 See Ref. 1. A more succinct discussion of the propagztion chmacteristics is given 1)y 
Ford 16). 
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Hut D,“(r) is a longitudinal field, which implies that 

D::,p = l&D::,,& (3.14j 

and, together with (3.13), that 

D& = -(-hi’w)i~j,,,k s -(-hi,lw)jI,q, (3.15) 

where j:., is the t,ransform of the longit’udinal part, of t’he j field. L-sing (3.15 ), 
t,he expression (3.12) for g,,, becomes: 

” gw,, = Iw,q + n2&.jI,q[(v:J - nlj1;-i(6 - 6.G) - iq,A X 81, (3.16 j 

where j:,, is t)he transform of the t~ransvtrse part of the j field. That’ is, 
.I 
I = w,q - jo,q - jI;‘,, = Lq - i.L,J. (3.17) 

Finally, inserting (3.16) in the expression (3.7) for Jo,s , we find 

Ju,q = (1 - n2dj:.s - n*(~~~ - vl)(l X S,j:,,j& X 6 

+ inP7&.@d X j:,, + n’&.jZ,p[[(l - 1z201)(qa - ql) - ?~*q?“]l;: (3.18) 

4(6 - 5.62, - iO?(l - n27]a)J; x 6), 

which is the desired expression for JU,s in terms of jo,q . 
One may readily verify t,hat the relation (3.18) is equivalent to the following 

relation between the corresponding time Fourier transformed quantit,ics Jw( r) 
and jw(r). 

Ju(r> = ( 1 
> 

j,’ + (va - 171) $ (gXV)(g.VXj,‘) 

- z&s (S.V)(VXj,‘) - $ 
!K 

(3.19) 

. (&.v)(vX(I;Xj,“)) + iv2 
( 

1 + qa 2 V2 
> 

1 )6xv)V.jw”J . 

This expression, while quite complicated, is of the form of a linear differential 
operat,or acting on t)he transverse and longitudinal part’s of the time transform of 
the current density. It does not, however, follow that’ J,(r) vanishes for those 
regions of space where j,(r) vanishes, i.e., outside the region to which the chargc- 
current distribution is confined. The point, is that jw’(r) and jw”(r) do not 
separately vanish outSside the charge-current dist,ribution, only their sum van- 
ishes. Indeed, an explicit expression for j,“(r) is given by 

jw” (r) = - (l/&r) grad 
s 

dr’[div j,( r’) ,:; r - r’ I], (3.20) 
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which clearly need not vanish for points r outside the charge-current dist,ribu- 
tion. However, for points far from t’he charge-current distribution one does see 
from (3.20) t’hat: 

jU”(r) N - (l/&r) grad (l/r) /” dr’ div j”(i) 
i 

+ (l/?)r . / dr’r’ div jw(r’) + . . .j . 

(X21) 

The first t.erm in this expansion vanishes, being the int#egral of the divergence of 
a field which vanishes outside a finit,e region, and, hence j,“(r) falls off for large 
r at least as fast as l/r3. Since, outside the charge-current dist’ribution, jw’(r) 
must be equal in magnitude, but opposite in sign, to j,“(r), it follows by inspec- 
tion of the expression (3.19) that far from t,he charge-current distribution 
Jw(r) falls off at least as fast as 1,h3. 

We return now to the problem of determining D,‘(r). Forming the inverse 
transform of (3.6) and using (3.10) we have: 

D,‘(r) = -(4&/w) / dqeiq”[n~n~/(n2 - n12)(n’ - IL~?)IJ~.~, (3.22) 

But 

JU,q = [1/(27r)3] 1 dr’ehiq”‘J,(r’), 

so that, exchanging t’he order of integration, we may write: 

(3.23) 

D,‘(r) = -(-I&/W) / dr’K(r - r’)Jw(r’), (3.24) 

where 

K(r) = [1/(27r)“] / dqeiq”[nI’nz’L/(n” - n;?) (YL” - ,?,,“)I. (3.25) 

In this last expression we should perhaps remind ourselves that 7~ is defined by 
(3.4), while nI and n2 are given by (3.11) and are functions of t#he direction of 
q.’ If we inkoduce spherical coordinates in the q integration, then K(r) ELII 
be written : 

R The asymptotic form for large I‘ of Fourier integrals of this general form is discussed by 
Lighthill (7). See especially his theorem 2 (p, 41-l) of which our result, (3.35) is :I special 
case. 



where dn is t’he element of solid angle in the integral over t)he directions of 2. We 
now observe t,hat, if we replace k by - k and n by - u the integrand of (3.26) is 
unchanged while 

~dQph+“&hL (3.27) 

Hence, if we average the rtsulting expression with (3.25) we obtain the rxpres- 
sion : 

The integral over n may now he performed by closing the path of integrat,ion 
wit#h a semicircie at infinity in the upper or lower half of the romplex ,l-plane, 
depending upon whether wk.r is positive or negative. The integral along the 
semicircle vanishes because of t’he exponential factor and, therefore, the result 
of the integration is, from Cauchy’s theorem, 2ai times the sum of the residues 
at t,he poles enclosed within the contour. Hence, after some rearrangement 
(3.28 j becomes : 

In this expression nl and jlp are to be chosen as those roots of the expressions 
(3.11) whose imaginary part is positive, and the range of t,he angular integration 
is restricted tjo those values of k for which wk. r is positive, i.e., to a hemisphere. 

The rema,ining angular integration in (3.29) cannot be done in closed form in 
general. However, we are primarily interested in the fields in the radiation zone 
far from t,he charge-current distrihut,ion and, therefore, in the asymptotic value 
of K(r) for large r. This value can he oht’ained from (3.29) by the method of 
stationary phase. For simplicity wc consider the case where t’hc collision fre- 
quency v, is much smaller than all the other frequencies in the problem and may 
be set eqllal to zero. The expression (3.11 j for r112 and nz2 is then real and only 
two possihilit’ies arise: (1) If .rll’ (or Q”) is negative then 1~~ is imaginary; the 
corresponding plane wave mode of propagation is an exponentially damped, 
nonpropagat’ing mode. For such values of rl1 the contribution t,o t,he integral 
(3.2!)) will he exponentially small for large T and may t#herefore he neglcctcd. 
(2) If Q (or ?L,‘) is positive then ytl is real, the corresponding plane wave mode 
is a propagakg mode. Here, while the integrand is not small for large r, in the 
course of the integration tbe exponential factor will oscillate rapidly and will 
tend to cancel except in the neighborhood of those values of & where the quantity 
nlX-. r is st’ationary. To find thcst st,ationary points we write 
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and expand in power of E = j&j : 

nlk.r = ~nlii.r]o + [qr.c + nl’k.r6.e]o - ,l$[nlk.rc’ + n,‘Z.ri.Sc2 

- 2n1’&.er.E - nl”li.r(6.c)z]u + ... . 
(3.31) 

Here the square brackets are all t,o be evaluated at i = i& and t,he prime denotes 
differentiation with respect to cos 8 = k.6. The stationary points of the integrand 
in (3.29) are those directions Ica for which the first-order terms in (3.31) vanish. 
Since $0.~ = 0, we see that t,his implies that 

ko = 
nl r + n,’ ko.r6 

ko.r(nl + nl’ i&.6) ’ 
(3.32) 

which is an implicit equation for ko . Evaluating the slowly varying parts of 
the integrand at ko , we find that the contribution to (3.29) from the neighbor- 
hood of such a stat(ionary point is: 

where 

In these expressions the symbol 1 e 2 denotes the reslllt, of interchanging the 
subscripts 1 and 2 in the first t,erm in the curly brarket. In the remaining integral 
in (3.33) we may extend t,he range of integration over all E perpendicular to f” . 
This is then a two-dimensional Gaussian integral and the result, of the int)egration 
is 

Here det A Ij denot,rs t,he determinant of the 2 X 2 matrix d ij . Using (:4.35 j, 
which defines di, , and the expression (3.32 ) for &, we find : 

+ 2n:’ sin” 0 - ~1~ ill” sin” 0) . 
” 

In obtaining t,his expression it has been found convenient1 to rearrange (3.32) 
so t)hnt it t)akes the form of an explicit, expression for r in t)erms of L: 



r,‘r = [nlLO - nl’(& - ,G0.6t,)]/dn12 + ni2 siiP0. (3.X) 

It may he readily verified that this relation is eyuivalent to (8.X). 
Returning now to the cxprcssion (,3.2-H for D,‘(r), we note that, since Jw( r) 

falls off like I ,r3 for large r, the asympt,ot,ic form of D,‘(r) for large 1’ is ohtaincd 
hy replacing K( r - r’) in the integrand by it:: asymptotic form givrll by (:3.&X. 
we find 

D,‘(r) ,- -g- ;I??’ *-I 
Lnl” ?h” 0 

(3.38) 
((jet, Aij)-l'z~iql'r 

s 
&-'e-'q""J,(f) + 1 s 21 

1' 

whew 

q1 = (u/c, [~2& . (3.39) 

The remaining integral is just the space Fourier transform of Jo( r’), and, hence, 

D,‘(r) - -- 
n13n22 

n12 - n2? 1 (det Aii)-“‘~iq”TJ,,q, + 1 it 21 . (3.10) 
LI 

This is the solution of our problem, that of determining the far field form of 
D,‘(r). In this expression ~1~’ and nz2 are given hy (3.11), (det Ai,) by (3.36): 
Jw,q by c,:LlSj, and q, hp (3.X). The unit vector & which appears in all of these 
expression is givrn implicitly hy (:3X). E’inally we should recall that ‘r&l must tw 
chosen as that square root, of 1~~’ for which iql.r has a neguke real part. 

IV. THE LOW-FIIEQUESCY LIMIT 

A41though (S.40) is an explicit solution to the problem of finding thr asymptotic 
fields it is very complicat’ed in form and hence difficult to discuss. Since the most 
striking effects of the anisotropy introdllced by the external magnetic field OCVL~ 

at, frequencies below the plasma frequency wP and the electron gyrofrequency 
. . 

wCI , WC shall consider the hmlt of freclncncies w << ~~1 , wP in which case the results 
of Section III hecomc simpler in form. 

In this limit it can he readily shown from (S.11) that the expressions for the 
indices of refraction of the two modes of plane wave propagation twome: 

1112 = w$ww,, (‘OS 0, /I2 = -wp / 2 !WW” COB 0. (,1.1) 

Here WC WC that thcrc is ant propagating mode, with real index of refract)ion and 
one llonpropagnt,ing mode, wit,h imaginary index of refraction. If WC restrict) OLII 

disclwsion to po4tive frrcluencies and angles 0 5 ~12, then nlE is always positive 
and the corrtsponding mode is the propagating mode. For this mode the relntioll 
(3 37 j heronws : 
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This is an implicit equation from which k is to be determined when the direction 
in which the radiation is to be observed is given. (Remember r points from the 
source to the observer.) If we denote the angle between r and 6 by #, i.e., 

cos * = r.S/r, (4.3) 

then from (4.2) it can be shown that: 

sin $ = sin 0 cos e/d1 + 3 cos20. (4.4) 

Inspection of this equation shows us bhat for all angles 0, sin J/ S f.i, i.e., 

# 5 arcsin >i E 20”, (4.5) 

with the maximum angle 9 occurring when cos e = l/d. In other words the 
radiation field is confined within the two sheets of a right circular cone, whose 
vertex is at the source and whose axis is along t.he direct’ion of the external 
magnetic field. Note also that for every + within this cone there are two angles 
8 fulfilling (4.4), one greater the other less than arcos l/v’?!. 

Using the expression (4.1) for n?, the expression (3.36) for (det A ij) becomes: 

(det Aij) = n12(3 cos’e - 1)/2(3 c&t9 + 1). (4.6) 

The expression (3.18) for Jo,q is evaluat’ed using (4.1) and the low-frequency 
limits of the quant,ities q1 , v2 , and q3 given in (2.5). We find: 

Jo.q = jk., + ii X j:., - (S.jI,,/cos e)[iL x 6 + (6 - E.%)]. (4.7) 

Put,ting these results together the expression (3.40) becomes 

(4.8) 

Here we see that the field diverges when e = arcos l/G.!, This is just’ the angle 
corresponding to point#s on the cone within which the radiation field is confined. 
Although the fields diverge on this cone, there is no physical difficulty since, as 
we shall see explicitly in the example in t,he next, section, t,he total radiaked field 
energy remains finite. The additional result of int,erest’ which we see in (4.8) is 
that t,he intensit,y of radiation from a purely longitudinal current is comparable 
with that from a transverse current. 

V. RADIATION FROM A RADIAL CHARGE BURST 

As an application of the general results of this paper WC consider in this section 
t,he problem of determining the low-frequency radiat,ion from a thin spherical 
shell of charge which is expanding out,ward with radial velocit)y I’. For t > 0, the 

9 If the electron collision frequency v is kept, finite the fields do not artunlly diverge on 
the cone but become very large. 
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current density will be: 

j(r, t,) = (Qu/47r)(r/r3)6(r - ut), (5.1) 

where & is the total charge and 6 is the Dirac delta function. This is a purely 
longitudinal current’ which will not radiate in an isot’ropic medium but which 
will radiate in a plasma in the presence of an external magnetic field. 

The first step is the calculation of the space-time Fourier transform of the 
current densky (5.1). 

’ = & dr --m die 
s s 

m 
10 CI 

--i!q.r-“t)j(r, 1) 

_ Q 
I 

dr fl e--iq.reLcwr/lc 
&r(27r)4 r3 

= ii & om dre 
s 

i(w/r)r cos qr sin qr 

qr @‘r2 

(5.2) 

Here we should remind ourselves that k is a unit< vector in the direction of q. 
If in this last integral we introduce qr as a new variable and write qv/w = nfl, 
where 

and 

we find we can write: 

n = q/w 15.3) 

p = v/c, (5.4) 

where 

Lq = ifdQl(2~)4ql~(M), (5.5) 

I(x) = 
s 

- duP= [(COY 16,/u) - (sin !~.!21~)]. (55) 
0 

It is possible to show t.hat in general 

I(r) = -1 + (1/2r) 111 [(I + x)/(1 - x)], X<l 

-1 + (1/2X) ln [(s + 1)/(X - 1) - i&x, 
(5.7) 

r>l 

However, we shall rest’rict our discussion to the case ?z@ >> 1, i.e., to the casewhere 
the radial velocky of the burst is much greater than the phase velocity of t#he 
elect’romagnetic waves. The radiation might’ then be properly called Cerenkov 
radiation (see Ref. 9, esp. Chapter II). It is a simple matter t’o show that for n/3 
large, I(@) = - 1, and (5.5) becomes: 

(5.8) 
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Inxert~ing this result ill t,he expression (4.8) for Dw’( r ), valid at, 101~ frequencies, 
WP find 

(5.9) 

The asymptotic electric field, E,‘(r), is obkned using (2.3), which in the low- 
frequency limit becomes: 

E,‘(r) = (i.‘u? COB 0)6 X Da’(r), (5.10) 

where we have used t’he low-frequency limit expression (4.1) for ~1~‘. Inserting 
(5.9) gives: 

(5.11) 

Finally, we obtain B,(r) from (2.7), 

B,(r) - -AC 
it: 

1’ 3 cos’ (9 + 1 pl1.r . 
2(3 cos” e _ 1) case PC x 6 - its - LGlt)l. (5.12) 

a 

The complex l’oynt~ing vector, S, , is defined as (SW, e.g., Ref. 5, pp. l:+:i7) 

S, = (c,‘2)E, X B: . (5.13) 

The real part, of this vector is equal to the energy flux den&y per frequency 
inter\Tal. If P(w; J/, +)dQdw is the t80tal energy with frequency between w and 
w + dw radiat’ed into solid angle dQ = sin $&da, t,hen 

where the fact#or 2 accounts for the redundancy of positive and negative fre- 
quencies. Here + and + are, respectively, the polar and azimuthal angle of the 
position vector r, which points from t’he source to the field point. If we choose 
t#he direction of the external magnetic field as polar axis, t.hen # is relakd t,o o by 
(4.4). Using (5.11) and (5.12) we find that 

Q’ (:3cos”e+ 1)“‘“sin”er 
Rl(Sul = Ic ~~ 

1 ) 3 co2 19 - 1 / cos3 l? r3 ’ 
(5.15) 

where the expression (4.2 j for r;‘r has been used. Sot’e that, this result says t,hat 
the radiat’ed energy propagat’rs radially away from t’he source, as one must ex- 
pect,. Inserting iii (5.14) we find 

(5.16) 
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The total radiated energy per frequency interval is obtained by integrating over 
all solid angles within t,he cone to which the radiation is confined. 

P(w) == /-dnr(w& %) 

- 4tL 

(5.17) 

s d# sin $ 
(3 coil 0 + 1)“” sin’ 0 
1 3 co9 I9 - 1 1 co33 tin1 . 

In the integrand the angles $ and 19 are related by (4.4) from which one can 
readily show that 

3 co2 8 - 1 
sin + dl(/ = (3 cos2 e + 1)3,? cos 8 sin 6 de. (5.18) 

Hence, if the variable of integration is changed from $ to 0 (5.17) becomes: 

(5.19) 

where the expression (4.1) for nl” has been used. Here we see explicitly that, 
since the integral does not diverge on the cone bounding the radiation field, i.e., 
at 0 = arcos 1,/d%, the divergence of the fields on this cone does not lead to any 
physical difficulty. However the integral in (5.19) does diverge at 0 = 713. It 
can be shown that t,his divergence is related to the breakdown of low-frequency 
approximation at such angles. A more careful analysis shows that’ the int’egrand 
in fart, drops sharply to zero for angles such that) 

If wr approximate this behavior by simply cutting off the integral for such 
angles we find : 

P(w) z (Q2/ac)[~,,/~;2(~c,’ + w~‘)~‘~], 

where we have kept only the largest terms. 

(5.21 ) 

From t,he aboxye discussion we see that thr largest contribution to the total 
radiat,ed energy comes from those values of 0 near a/2. From the relation (4.4) 
between fi and 0 wt set that) this corresponds to very small values of J/. In ot#her 
words, the most intcnsr radiation is confined within a narrow cone, angular 
widt,h of order wl/wo” + wP~;iwpwo, abotltj the direction of the external magnet,ic 
field. From (5.11 ) we see that thr electric field in this wave is longitudinal, i.e., 
it points in the direction of the \~a\-e normal J;, which means that the electBric 
field oscillates in a direction perpendicular to t,hc dirtction of propagation. On 
the ot,her hand from (5.9) and (5.12 ) wc gee that the dielectric displacement and 
t,hc magnetic field of the wave arc trails\-crsr. In fact, thrsc t’wo fields rotat’e with 
uniform angular \velocity in a planr perpendicular to the Tvave normal, a plant 
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which includes t,he direction of propagat’ion. The peculiar form of this electro- 
magnetic wave reflect,s the extreme anisot,ropy of the medium. 

Although the current (5.1) is undoubtedly only the crudest, sort of an approxi- 
mat)ion to the current arising from a nuclear explosion in the upper atmosphere, 
the general features of the low-frequency radiation should st,ill follow. There 
should be a very narrow intense burst of electromagnetic radiation along the 
earth’s magnet,ic field lines. Since both the plasma frequency and the electron 
gyrofrequency in the ionosphere are of the order of a megacycle per set,” the 
spectrum of this radiat’ion is confined to frequencies of the order of 10 to 100 kc. 
There is a difficult8y, however, in that, one would expect that this radiat,ion would 
be t,otally reflected st t#he lower boundary of the ionosphere, since the wave 
normal is nearly parallel to the boundary and the index of refraction changes 
from a very large value in t,he ionosphere to a value of order miity in t’he at)mos- 
phere. On t’he other hand one would expect, in general that, a narrow bundle of 
radiation which is totally reflected at an interface between two media will give 
rise to surface waves propagating along t,he interface away from the region of 
impact.” In the case of the lower boundary of the ionosphere whese waves would 
surely be coupled to surface waves on the earth, which could be detected. 

RECEIVED: May 1, 1901 
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